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1. INTRODUCTION 
Goubet  obtained in [1] a simple relation between the pressure gradient and the flux for stat ionary 
Stokes flows in a straight channel. This result shows that the two formulations consisting in fixing 
either the pressure gradient or the flux (see for instance [2]) are in a sense equivalent. 
Flows in curved channels are also of considerable ngineering interest, as they can be used as 
simple models for the study of flows over curved walls (see [3]). It is indeed essential in view of 
applications to understand the effects of curvature on turbulence (we refer the reader to [3-5] 
and tile references therein for discussions on this subject). 
For the study of such flows, we can also consider the same two formulations as for straight 
channels, i.e., prescribed pressure gradient and prescribed flux (see [4]). 
Our aim in this note is to prove that  we can obtain, for stationary Stokes flows in curved 
channels, a relation similar to that  derived in [1]. 
2.  SETT ING OF  THE PROBLEM 
We consider a two-dimensional curved channel f~ contained between two concentric ircles as 
in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The channel fL 
We then consider the stat ionary Stokes problem on fL The equations read 
-Au  + Vp = f ,  
div u = 0, 
u = 0, on F1 and F3, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(u.,)(M0) = -(~.-)(M1),  (4) 
(~.~)(M0) = -(~.;)(M1),  (5) 
where Mo E F0 and Ma E F1 are such that  OMo = OM1 and u and 7- are, respectively, the unit 
outer normal  and the unit tangent vectors such that  (u, T) is direct. Furthermore, we consider 
two formulations of the problem, namely by fixing either the pressure gradient between the entry 
and the exit of the channel 
P(-/]/I1) = p(Jtlo) + I (  (6) 
or by fixing the flux at the entry of the channel 
f r  u.u da = F, (7) 
o 
where K and F are constants. 
In order to simplify the calculations, we shall actually, as in [4,5], consider a t ransported 
problem on a simpler domain: a rectangle. We set g(z) = e z. The functions v = u o g and 
q = p o g are solutions of the following equations on ~ = (In R, In (R + h)) x ( -a /2 ,  ~/2):  
- ,~  + (£) vq = 7, (8) 
(g') .Vv = div (t (g,) v) = 0, (9) 
v(ln R, x2) = v(ln (n +/~), x2) = 0, (10) 
x2 H t ( J )v  is periodic, (11) 
where ] det (g ' ) f  o g and (g') = = (Ox I )i,j=l,2. Furthermore, (6) and (7) are transformed into 
q xl ,  =q  x l , -  + / (  (12) 
gtl] d 
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f ( °) hl(R3i-h)(t(gl)V)2 Xl,---- ~ dx 1 : F, (1::~) dln R 
We can prove that,  for regular enough solutions, the two problems are equivalent (see [4] for 
more details); and we shall fi'om now on work with the transported problem. 
2. RELAT ION BETWEEN THE 
PRESSURE GRADIENT AND THE FLUX 
We consider in this section equations (8)-(12), i.e., we assume that the pressure gradient is 
prescribed. We note that due to the incompressibility condition (9), the flux 
f 
in ( R+h) 
Fv = (t(J)Y)2(Xl, 322) dXl (14) 
J In R 
does not depend on 322. We thus deduce that 
fT.( t (gt)Y) (3;1, X2) dx = c~F,,. ([5) 2 
Ore' aim in this section is to prove that, as in [1] for straight channels, we can find a simple 
relation between K and Fv. 
We introduce the following spaces: 
H =- {'u, e L2(?Z) 2, (9 ' ) .Vw = 0, (t (9') W) I (In R, x2) = (t (9 ' )w) ,  (In (R + h), x2) - 0, 
(t(gt)w)2 ( 'T ' , - - -~) :  (t (gt) w)2 (221,5) } , 
V ~ {w • H V) H1 (7"~) 2, won R, x2) = w(ln (R + h), x2) = O, 
which we endow with their usual scalar products and norms. 
We assume that f E L2(7~) 2. The variational formulation associated with (8)-(12) reads as 
the following. 
Find v E V such that 
. /  Vv .Vwdx =/a - f .wdx-KF~ .... Vw E V. 1116) 
Indeed, if v c V is regular enough (say v e H2(7~) 2) and is such that x2 t, ,, o~ H /g )~ is i)eriodic 
l if v is a solution of (8)-(12) and is regular enough, this condition is satisfied. Indeed, in that 
0 t t O t t(_t', Ov c~tse .T2 ~-~ a--~2((9)v) = [87~-~2 (9')Iv + ,g J~-~ is periodic. Since 
cos x2vl  - sin x2v2 
t(g')v = eZl s inx2v l+cosx2v2 J  
~l nd 
l o t  t ]  ( - - (s inx2vl  + cosx2V2 x2v 1 -- sin x2v 2 (g )  v = e ~ '  , 
O t t we see that x2 ~ t(g')v is periodic is equivalent to x2 ~-+ [o-~2 (g)Iv is periodic, hence the result), 
then 
• Ov 
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Lay  f Ov, j~ (g,)_l o,, 
~-5 -;'~d~= Jo. o,., (g')-' [ ' (g%] d~ = b--;*(g% do- 
bs) 
and finally 
99(Xl) = 2 e2r '  + 
R21nR-  (R + h)21n (R + h) e2=l + 
2h(2R + h) 2h(2n + h) 
R2(R + h)21n (1 + h/R) 
We then obtain thanks to (22) and (23) 
/ w.vvo d~ = - f  ('(g')~)~ d~ = -~F~,, 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
whose solution reads 
y(xl)  = '~(xl) = R2(R+h)')ln(l+h/R)e-2X' R21nR-(R+h)21n(R+h) Xl 
2h(2R + h) + 2h(2R + h) + T '  
L 1 Ov .t (g')w da, 
= ~detiV)?g')~ 
we see that this integral vanishes, hence the variational formulation (16). 
Now let v0 be such that 
vo == t(g'l-1 99(:~11 ' 
where 99 is regular (say C 2) and satisfies 99(lnR) = 99(ln (R + h)) = 0; the exact expression of 99 
will be precised below. The function v0 thus belongs to V. 
Setting w = v0 in (16) ,  ate find 
~ Vv.Vvodx = f -f.vodx- KFvo. (20) 
dR. 
t {,~t~ Ovo Let us show that :r2 H ~j s~ is periodic. We have 
t (gt )  ." = (gt) , [ t (g t ) - l ]  99(2;1) : (gt) \ r - -  e -x l  s inx299(x1)  = 0 "' 
hence the result. Therefore, 
nVv.Vvo dx= - inv'Avo dx. (22) 
We now set p(x l )  = e2Z'~(xl) and we look for a function tb such that 
Ae2x, [~(g,)- l]  ~(x , )  = e x ,eosx~ ' 
By a straightforward calculation, we find 
/ke2:~, [ (9,)-1] (\ ~D(O,) "~x ,] = ( -e"  sinx2('4b"(x,)+ 2¢'(xl))'~ (24) 
e xl COSX2(I// I(Xl) -1- 21/)'(.T1) ) " 
It is thus possible to find such a function ~ and we are led to the resolution of the following 
ordinary differential equation: 
y" + 2y I = 1, (25) 
y(lnR) = yOn(R + h)) = O, (26) 
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hence, using (20) 
K F~o - c,F,, = 
There remains to compute Fro. We have 
/ , f f  .vo d:r. (:10) 
F,, o = L ln(n+tz) 
• In  R 
which gives, thanks to (28) 
.In (l{+h) 
, In  B 
R2(R + h)91n 2(1 +It /R)  ] 
S,o = k(R,h)  : 5h.(2R + h). 
2h(2R + h) 
\Ve thus deduce the following. 
~I'IIEOREM 1. The flux F,, and the pressure gradient K sat/s/iv the relation 
k(R,  h )K  - aF~ = f .  vo dz, (32) 
where k(R ,  h) is g~ven by (31). 
REMARK 1. We can also consider as in [1] a channel with obstacles (we assume that ~ wmishes 
at the boundaries of the obstacles and we thus extend v to the whole domain by 0 inside the 
obstacles). Thanks to Lax-Milgram's theorem, there exists a unique v* ~ V such that 
~Vv* .Vwdx = Fw, V ~ ~\ 
since w ~-~ Fw c V'. Setting v = v* in (16), we thus obtain 
F~ + KFv.  = f.'v* da-. ( :3 4 ) 
ttere, contrari ly to (32), we cannot compute xplicitly F,,., since v* is not known explicitly. 
[~.EMAIIK 2. ~vVe can obtain a similar relation in the case of a prescribed flux. Indeed, in that 
case, we have 
q Xl, = (1 Xl , - -  ~-':$' ',:~5) 
where 5 is unknown (see [2]). 
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